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Abstract 

Conversation generation or intelligent conversational agent development using artificial intell

igence or machine learning is an interesting problem in natural language processing. In many 

R&D projects, they use artificial intelligence, machine learning algorithms and natural langua

ge techniques to create interactive/conversational systems. Their research and development c

ontinues and testing continues. Negotiation brokers are often used by businesses, government

 agencies, and nonprofit organizations. These are often used by financial institutions such as b

anks and credit card companies, as well as businesses such as online retailers and startups. Th

ese virtual employees are used by many businesses, from small startups to large corporations.

 There are many policy-based and interface-

based chatbot developments on the market. But they lack the flexibility and practicality to en

gage in a real conversation. Popular personal assistants include Amazon's Alexa, Microsoft's 

Cortana, and Google's Google Assistant. These workers are limited to work, are returning wo

rkers, and are not designed to engage in conversations that simulate human relationships. Ma

ny of the existing chatbots were developed using rulebased methods, simple machine learning

 algorithms, or accessbased techniques, but these techniques fail to produce beautiful results. 

In this project, I developed an intelligent interactive agent using cuttingedge techniques sugge

sted in a recent research paper. To build intelligent chatbots, I used Google's Neural Machine 

Translation (NMT) model, which is based on the sequencetosequence (Seq2Seq) model with 

an encoderdecoder model. This encoderdecoder uses a recurrent neural network with bidirecti

onal LSTM (longterm memory) units. For efficiency, I use the neural listening mechanism an

d beam searching during training.  

Introduction 

A chat agent or chatbot is a program that generates responses based on instructions to simulat

e human interaction in text or speech. These applications are designed to simulate human inte

raction. Chatbots are mostly used in business and commercial organizations, including gover
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nment, nonprofit organizations, and private organizations. Their responsibilities range from c

ustomer service, product advice, product inquiries to personal assistants. Many interactive ag

ents are designed using rulebased tools, mining technologies, or simple machine learning algo

rithms. In accessbased technology, the chat agent scans the input message for keywords and r

etrieves relevant responses based on the query. They are based on similar content, and the tex

t is extracted from internal or external sources, including the World Wide Web or corporate r

epositories. Some other advanced chatbots are developed using natural language processing (

NLP) and machine learning algorithms. Additionally, many business chat engines exist to cre

ate chatbots based on customer profile input. 

 

Recently, there has been great interest in the use and dissemination of the new generation co

mmunication process. Many large technology companies use virtual assistants or chat agents 

to meet customer needs. These include Google's Google Assistant, Microsoft's Cortana, and 

Amazon's Alexa. Although mostly Q&A, their adoption by major companies has increased cu

stomer satisfaction and appears to promise a facetoface meeting to oversee research and devel

opment. Related WorkChat agent has seen a lot of development and testing lately. In addition

 to traditional chatbot development techniques that use rulebased techniques or simple machi

ne learning, many advanced chatbots use natural language processing (NLP) and deep learnin

g techniques such as deep neural network (DNN) and deep learning (DRL). The sequenctoseq

uence (Seq2Seq) model, based on the standard encoderdecoder architecture, is one such mode

l that is very popular in networking, modeling, and machine translation. Seq2Seq uses neural 

networks (RNN), a popular deep neural network architecture designed specifically for langua
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ge processing tasks. In the sequencetosequence (Seq2Seq) model, manytomany RNN architec

ture is used for the decoder. In this encoderdecoder architecture, the input sequence is fed to t

he encoder as a vector representation of the text. The encoder then creates some intermediate 

representation of the message or thought vector. Therefore, the thought vector produced by th

e encoder is fed as input to the decoder. Finally, the decoder creates thought vectors and trans

forms the sequences one by one, producing many outputs from the decoder in the form of tar

get sequences. Although ordinary RNN is used by default in Seq2Seq and can effectively sol

ve many NLP problems, due to the complexity of the speech structure, physical units often fa

il, especially when longterm data needs to remember data, which occurs frequently. It will be 

larger than larger data and will have insufficient data trust of RNN network. That's why resea

rchers use the evolution of neural networks to solve these problems. 

 

Figure 2.1: Sequence to Sequence Model 

 

Shortterm memory (LSTM) is a special type of neural network cell that has experience prove

n useful for modeling language. In addition to input and output gates, LSTM also has a memo

ry gate. This will help remember important information and content and clear out the entire s

ystem; this is best in language modeling as dependency in array is not uncommon. Additional

ly, bidirectional LSTM units may be more efficient than unidirectional units. So we are follo

wing industry standard practice. In the neural listening mechanism, each hidden target is com

pared with the base hidden state, a maintenance vector is created by calculating the scores, an

d the color vector is stored in memory to select another candidate. Additionally, other method

s, such as beam searching, can also help improve the decisionmaking process by selecting the
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 best candidates. Seq2Seq has also been used in other NLP tasks, including machine translatio

n, text recognition, response, and image recognition. 

 

 

              Figure 2.2: Ref 7 

 

2.2 Google's Neural Machine Translation (GNMT) 

Google's Neural Machine Translation (GNMT) model is a model for neural machine translati

on between other languages and English. GNMT has also been used experimentally for interg

enerational communication. It is based on the popular Seq2Seq model of session generation. 

Additionally, the GNMT module incorporates many technologies required for the developme

nt of intelligent chatbots. GNMT models include linktosegment models of encoderdecoder ar

chitectures designed using either unidirectional or bidirectional LSTM units. They also have 

neural listening mechanisms, beam search, and word generation options using Google's subw

ord module. They can also choose to tune hyperparameters for better model training. ReinRe

quired Learning (DRL) was used to create long conversation chatbots.   

They do a great job with the Q&A and the interview format is great too. But it is not possible 

to test the real interaction of people and it does not have a simple function. Some chatbots tha

t use machine learning algorithms often follow simple algorithms. They lack the knowledge a

nd skills needed to be successful in speaking clearly. These are also black boxes, and busines

s customers have poor visibility into their internal devices. Therefore, the results they produc

e may not meet the customer's expectations 

4. Deep neural network for chatbots 

4.1 Recurrent neural network 

Recurrent neural network is a special deep neural network architecture used mainly for natura
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l language processing (NLP). In normal deep neural networks, the memory or part of the data 

is not calculated. However, in recurrent neural networks, sequence information is stored in m

emory and used for further processing, making RNN suitable for continuous data or time reco

rding by decision. > A recurrent neural network (RNN) consists of an input layer, multiple hi

dden layers, and an output layer. In the input layer, the input is given as a vector representatio

n. The input vector is then divided by some weight and some additional bias. The output of th

e input layer is then passed to the next hidden layer, where each primitive layer contains mult

iple RNNs. After the output is received from the input process, the units in the process are div

ided into outputs from the input process according to their weights and deviations. Then, in e

ach hidden class, some global functions (sigmoid, tangent) are used to generate the output of t

he hidden process. The output of each hidden unit is then passed to the hidden process. Simila

r to the previous secret room, some weight, bias and activation has been applied to the ideas o

f the current secret room. This process is revealed by all subsequent hidden processes. Finally

, the output of the last hidden layer is sent to the output layer, which uses some functions (like

 Softmax) to produce the final output. For RNN, the output vector of the final output is fed int

o the feedback process instead of the input vector. Therefore the data array is stored and used 

in memory. 

However, vanilla RNN stores data sequentially. For large files with long segments, this can re

sult in poor data on the network. It may cause reduced network performance due to data overl

oad. In many cases, the data set may not be relevant to many NLP tasks, including speech gen

eration, leading to poor modelling. This problem is solved by a special type of RNN unit long

term memory (LSTM). Neural network unit that solves the data bottleneck in long arrays. In 

addition to input and output gates, LSTM also has a memory gate. This helps the system reme

mber longer without overloading the network by providing less information.  

The challenge of creating a chatbot or electronic conversation engine is to create interactive c

ommunication. Since the model used in this experiment is for machine translation, the speech

 generation process, in which the history of the previous speech is not included, is treated as a

 translation problem. Therefore, the effectiveness of the model in long-

term communication will be limited. Another challenge is finding the right hyperparameters t

o optimize the translation of the chatbot or conversation generation process. GNMT is a selfe

xplanatory model with bidirectional LSTM units, neural listening mechanisms, and channel s
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earch technology. Many of these features improve machine translation speech generation. Car

eful bidirectional LSTM units tend to produce better output. The Seq2Seq module also has so

me advantages of GNMT. However, it would be a better choice to create chatbot algorithms f

rom scratch by developing RNN, bidirectional LSTM and neural listening strategies because 

GNMT is generally used for machine translation. However, this requires a lot of trial and erro

r to achieve an effective chatbot mode and is therefore more appropriate than a research quest

ion. But most of the output is repetitive and generic. Additionally, due to the lack of realife da

ta, chatbot performance is lower than the best human interaction in practice. Additionally, ma

ny messages were deleted due to length or inconsistency. In addition, if the number of trainin

g instructions is less than necessary and the comparability of test and development data will n

egatively affect the operation of the model. Additionally, due to limited data, longterm trainin

g may not be suitable for structured discussions. DiscussionCreating interactive agents using 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is widely used. Some of the other methods are to just use

 the combined pattern. Many people also use their own sequences for Sequence modes. But th

ey work poorly due to lack of complexity. However, the communication problem can be bette

r solved by spending more time and effort to create more interactive communication. Therefo

re, ray tracing may be a better job with array-to-

array based encoderdecoder architectures that rely on bidirectional LSTM units and neural lis

tening mechanisms. Improve optimization if better data is available. Before using the Cornell 

movie dataset, I tested other datasets 

and pretrained them on the GNMT module. However, they were later excluded from training 

due to lack of good data. Additionally, the information available here are video captions that r

arely include human interaction. More realistic, reallife interactive data can simulate users' ne

eds and personalities. For future training, personal conversation history can be combined to gi

ve the chatbot personality. However, some of the responses were repetitive and lacked value. 

This can be reduced by adding different and healthy ingredients. Additionally, adding more le

ngth to older posts can help improve replies and make them more relevant. Due to the length l

imit option, messages over 100 are discarded but the full text is retrieved later, resulting in m

ost items being lost. This may lead to repetition in the training process. Additionally, repeated

 words of the same character are removed, except for the speaker's last words, which are repe

ated.This further reduces the file size. Therefore, more data with longer dimensions can help 

create smarter chatbots. Future WorkChatbots built using Google Neural Machine Translatio
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n Models (GNMT) can be further enhanced with powerful, reaworld chatbots that better simu

late affected human interaction. Additionally, the hyperparameters of the GNMT model can b

e further optimized and finetuned to improve performance. Depending on the way to expand t

he task, deep learning (RL) can be used, which can improve performance, as seen in Dufarsk

y's paper. Reinforcement learning algorithms can be used after initial training with Google N

eural Machine Translation 

 

 Conclusion 

 

The educational effect of the Cornell film subtitle structure needs to be further improved, and 

more knowledge and emphasis should be given to the teaching parameters. Adding higher qu

ality data will improve performance. Additionally, the training model needs to be trained with

 other hyperparameters and different data for further testing. This is an attempt to use deep ne

ural networks for speech generation to create intelligent chatbots. Deep learning for the intera

ctive generation.   
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